Conjecture 1, p. 158, is not valid as shown by the following lemma and we thank Emmanuel Gobet for pointing this out to us. Therefore it is not possible to apply the unbiased estimator technique to price a continuously sampled Asian option. Hereafter, we propose an alternative approach combining the exact simulation algorithm and the unbiased estimator method.
Lemma 1.
Assume that f is a non identically zero function. Let p Z and q Z denote respectively a positive probability measure on N and a positive probability density on OE0; T . Let N be distributed according to p Z and .U i / i2N be a sequence of independent random variables identically distributed according to the density q Z , both independent conditionally on the process .Z t / t2OE0;T . Then the random variable
Proof. One can show that there exists c < 0 such that 8z < c;t 2 OE
One then concludes using the fact that, conditionally on
Z t dt is a Gaussian random variable with positive variance.
by the empirical mean of independent random variables with the same law does not lead to an integrable random variable. 1 However, since
is integrable, one has
The idea is then to simulate .Z t D t B t 3 3 C t 2 / tÄT where .B t / t 0 is a standard Brownian motion and apply the exact simulation technique to simulate an acceptation event with conditional probability given .Z t / tÄT approximately equal to
, compute Z T and for j 2 ¹0; : : : ; J º,
which is a lower bound for min t2OE
(ii) Using that 8t 2 .0; T ; 8c Ä 0;
(iii) Simulate an homogeneous spatial Poisson process on the rectangle I j OE0; M j and reject the simulated trajectory if the number of points falling below the graph . C .t; Z t // t2OE
